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S Sextantis. loh 27m31s + 0" 244 1855.0. 
The \.ariability of this star was discovered by hIiss 

Leland by superposition of chart plates and confirmed by 
Mrs. Fleming. Prof. Pickering announced the discovery in 
Harv. circ. no. I I  I N. 171.139) .  The pro,,isional 
designation in the N. is 42.1906 Sextantis and later the 
name S Sextantis was assigned by the A. G. Committee. 
Although it was quite long after this disco,,ery, the light- 

of the star was independently found by 
\\'hen I was examining the region about the star with the 
finder of the 12-inch telescope at the Yerkes Observatory 
in the night of Dec. 1 5 ,  1906,  my attention was paid to 
the fact that the star RD +0°267 I was missing in the field, 
notwithstanding that the other stars of the same BI) magni- 

glass shew that there were two faint stars near to the 
position and the magnitudes of these were both of nearly 
I zm. Then, I became suspicious about the variability of 
the star BD +0°2671 and looked on whether the star, 
bearing the number, was already included in the catalogue 
of the variable stars, but I could not find such BD star 
in it. Thus, observations were continued to find the evidence 

tude were plainly seen. The examination with the Iz-inch 
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' of the variation and soon I found that one of the two 
stars was increasing its light. I believed long that this is 

+ O o Z 6 7 I  but when the Of the position 
was made, I found that the variable is identical with the 
star whose variability Miss Leland already discovered and 
that the position of the companion of this variable agrees 
more with that of BD +0"267 I .  This companion remained 
alwaYs at the brightness of 
quite a doubt whether the star which 

I Z t h  magnitude. 

was observed at Bonn and numbered as 
BD +0°267 I yet might be the variable. If this supposition 
be unright, it would be quite likely that the faint star is 
BD +0°267 I and that it is a variable of long period. I) 

On the other hand, if the BD-observer observed the variable 

been at the times of observation at the maximum and the 
observations will give some informations about a more 
correct determination Of the period. 

My observations on the star were begun on Dec. 1 5 ,  
1906,  as above stated, and up to date, 59 observations 
were obtained. During almost one complete period, the 
observations were uniformly distributed and although, after 

s Sextantis and numbered it BD +Oo2671, it must have 

I here gather, for sake of convenience the results of my observations compared with the predictions by Guthnick. 
Prediction Observed Maximum 

1906 Dec. 19.6 Dec. 1 2  zmoo 

1908 Oct. 1 1 . 3  Oct. 1 1  3 .33  
1907 NOV. 1 5 . 5  (Nov. I )  (3 .60)  

Thus, the observed epoch of the last niasimuni exactly coincides with the predicted time. 

Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, 1909 -April 29. L\;lozo Zchikohe. 

') Die Abweichung des BD-Ortes von dem von S Sextantis liegt vollig innerhalb der Genauigkeit der BD. Kh. 
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that, the number of observations are small and also very 
sparsely arranged, I could derive an approximate value of 
the period, 2 5 7  days, and the following dates of maximum 
and minimum are determined with more or less certainty. 

Max. 2417650.0 good 
Min. 2417820.5 pretty good 
Max. 2417914.0 uncertain 
Max. 2418431.5 good. 

At the first maximum of 1907, the brightness of the 
star almost equalled that of the star BD +0'2670 and it 
varied from o?o to zost5 in my steps. Thus, if I assume 9?2 
as the magnitude of the star according to BD and adopt 
om1 2 as the value of my step, S Sextantis varied from 9?2 
to I I ? ~ ,  the range of variation being 2?5. The last 
maximum was not so bright and it would be 9"s. Graphical 
representation of my observations shows that the increase 
of light is quite steady. The maximum is reached in 94  days 
after minimum. Then the light begins to decrease slowly 
and arrives at a minimum in 163 days from maximum. 
The formula for the maximum will be 

Max. = 2417650.0 + ~ 5 7 ~ E .  

43.1906 Crateris. 
BD -69469 11h47m3&51 -7" 2' 2516 1900.0. 

The variability of this star was discovered by hfrs. 
Fleming and announced by Prof. Pickering in Harv. Circ. I I I 

(A. N. 171.139). I began to observe the star by the way 
when I tried to find out the light-variation of the star 
BD +0'2671, on Dec. 1 5 ,  1906, and the observations were 
made almost parallelly with those of S Sextantis. The entire 
number of observations is 54. The graphical study of these 
observations shows that the star varied from 8?4 to 9?5 
but it does not seem that the star has a simple period 
governing its light change. At the beginning of my obser- 
vations it was at 8?9 and it became fainter till J. D. 24 I 7 58 2 

when it was at 9?3. Then, the light began to increase 
uniformly and attained a maximum 8?4 on J. D. 2417646. 
From this time, the light began to decrease and it was at 
9'5 on 2417740.6. My observations were quite long 
discontinued at that time and the following observations 
were made very sparsely until this spring, so that I thought 
the star would vary its light periodically in 162 days. 
Recent observations do not absolutely exclude this value of the 
period, but if we adopt this period a few observations give 
very discordant results, and I am now inclined to think 
that the star is changing its light more rapidly. 

By the way, I shall state with some reserve, that the 
star BD -6'3466 (AG Ott 4403: 11~44"22?33 -6'46'4211 
1855.0, 11~46"40?1 I -7'1'4217 1900.0) is suspected to 
be variable. If so, it would be of the short-period or 
irregular. 

The Tokyo Astronomical Observatory, 1909 May 24. ilTnozo Ichinohe. 

Beobachtungen der Planeten (624) Hektor und (659) [1908 CS]. 
Zur Vermessung der mit dem Waltz-Reflektor erhaltenen Aufnahmen der beiden Planeten der Jupitergruppe war es 

notwendig, zunachst gunstig gelegene, schwachere Anschluflsterne mit Hilfe von Aufnahnien mit dem Bruce-Teleskop zu 
bestimnien. Hierzu wurden je drei Vergleichsterne gewahlt, die Reduktion ist nach der Turnerschen Methode ausgefuhrt. 
Fur die Planeten wurden dann unter Benutzung von je zwei Anschluflsternen folgende Orter gefunden : 

Planet 1909 M.Z.Kgst. a 1909.0 8 1909.0 AnschluDsterne 

(624) Hektor April 1 5  1 2 ~  8m9 13~17"31?30 -25'45'50% a, b 

(659) [I908 CSI ' 5  13 22.9 14 2 7  5 . 5 1  - 1 8  54 12.8 e, f 
>> 1 9 ~ )  10  25.4 1 3  1 5  13.47 - 2 5  3 8 3 4 . 1  c , d  

B I9 1 2  27.4 14  2 5  4.81 - 1 8  4 6 4 9 . 6  g , h  
') Planet nahe am Plattenrand; Sterne verzeichnet. 

O r t e r  d e r  Ansch lu f l s t e rne  fu r  1850.0: 
* GroGe a 1850.0 8 1850.0 Vergleichsterne 
a 121'2 13h14m 3518 -25'~9'1310 AW 10474, 1 0 5 0 7 ,  10544 
b 1 1 . 7  I3  I4  50.15  - 2 5  2 2  5 . 2  LI \V  10474, 1 0 5 0 7 ,  10544 
C 11.4 I3 I 1  39.33 - 2 5  I 2  1 2 . 5  -A\\' 10474, 10477, 1 0 5 0 7  
d 1r.S 13 1 2  8.44 - 2 5  2 2  13.0 AW 10458, 10474, 1 0 5 0 7  

e 13.9 14  23 26.39 - 1 8  4 2  56.6 AIV 11235,  11261, AGWa 5378 
f 13.8 1 4  24 6.24 - 1 8  33 59.0 AW 11235,  11261, AGWa 5391 
g 13.6 14  2 1  29.55 - 1 8  2 7  55.9 A\V 11194, 11261, AGWa 5378 
h 13.1 14 2 2  11.67 - 1 8  34 14.8 . AW 11194,  11235, AGWa 5391 

Die Epoche der vier ersten Anschluflsterne ist 1909.35, die der vier letzten 1909.36. 

Astrophys. Institut Konigstuhl-Heidelberg, I 909 Mai I 8. A. K o f f .  

Personahotiz. Der Observator der Sternwarte und auflerordentliche Professor an der Universitat Konigsberg 
Dr. Fritz Cohn ist zum auflerordentlichen Professor fiir theoretische und rechnerische Astronomie und Direktor des Konigl. 
Astrononiischen Recheninstituts in Berlin ernannt und wird in diese Stellung am I .  Oktober d. J. eintreten. 


